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These fake "proofs" were used in the infamous "Scopes Monkey Trial" to "prove" evolution. They were
entered in the court record. Evolution eventually entered our schools based on lies. According to the Evolution
Encyclopedia, the Scopes Monkey trial was "the event that changed the direction of the creation-evolution
controversy in America. In Dayton [Tennessee] it was discovered that ridicule was more valuable than truth,
and laughter better than science. From that day to this, school districts, universities, politicians, and
governments have all feared to openly oppose evolutionary theory. Practically from the outset of the Piltdown
discovery, there were questions about it which were pretty much ignored but Piltdown was openly declared a
fraud by in Also of note is the role of Teilhard de Chardin--an evolutionist and a Jesuit priest who just
happened to come up with some key "evidence" ibid,. Bracketed subheadings-- Piltdown Man--proclaimed as
the grand proof that man evolved from apes--was a hoax and most shaking of exposes. Scientists were fooled
for decades. The story of the discovery of Piltdown Man. On a fateful day, Dawson, a lawyer, was walking
when he noticed the mending of the road. Forming a circle of scientists Parts vital for proper analysis were
missing A dissenting professional opinion angered the group Not all scientists were satisfied with the Piltdown
"evidence". They caught Dawson staining bones. Early complaints about Piltdown Man largely ignored
Dawson and others celebrated as heroes Piltdown locked away--too man people finding problems with the
bones the hoax uncovered Books about the Piltdown man hoax House of Commons proposed vote of "no
confidence" in the scientific leadership of the British Museum. Other evolutionary frauds have been repeatedly
perpetrated and later uncovered. But the Piltdown hoax was the most shaking of the exposes when it finally
occurred, due to the fact that, for decades, Piltdown Man had been proclaimed as the grand proof that man
evolved from apes. Here is a story of "Skull Duggery; " the story of Piltdown Man: He determined that he
must go find where this "strange gravel" came from, although no one else in the community had ever
considered the gravel strange. Relating the incident later in December , Dawson said that that walk on the road
took place "several years ago. He asked them if they had found any "bones or other fossils," and they told him
No. He said that he then urged them to watch for such things, for they might find some in the future. Not long
after, he just happened to walk by the gravel pit again one morning--and was met by an excited workman who
said that he found part of a skull in the gravel just after arriving at work! Describing it afterward, Dawson said
that "it was a small portion of unusually thick parietal bone that looked as if it might be human and , years old.
Dawson made immediate search, but could find nothing else in the gravel pit. It was not until "some years
later," in the autumn of , on another visit to the spot, that Dawson found another and larger piece of bone. This
time it was part of the frontal region of a skull, and included a portion of the ridge extending over the left
eyebrow. He just happened to walk over to the gravel pit that day--and there it was! Arthur Smith Woodward,
head of the Department of Geology at the British Museum of Natural History, with him on the day he found
the all-important jawbone at the gravel pit. As Woodward looked on,--Dawson dug down and there it was!
This "magnificent discovery" came at just the right time. They were all clearly human. Dawson and
Woodward had many long talks together over those bones. Keith was one of the most highly-respected
scientists in England. Author of several classic works, he had all the credentials of respectability: There was
more talk. Thus was gathered together a team of scientists that was one of the most respected in the British
Isles. Also missing were the mating parts for the jaw hinge. That which was missing was exactly that which
would have shown 1 whether or not the lower jaw, which was apelike, was from a human or an ape, and 2
whether the lower jaw fitted with the upper skull bones, which were obviously human. This meant that the size
of the brain case could not be determined. The pieces might fit a larger brain case or a small one; there was no
way of knowing. Keith, although an ardent evolutionist like the others, was more open to evidence, and
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theorized 1, cubic centimeters for the volume of the brain case, whereas Woodward thought it was only 1,
midway between an ape [ cc] and a human[ averaging cc]. But his estimate angered the other men. Keith
relented at this, and the men agreed on a brain capacity of 1, cc. The press went wild. Here was a sensation
that would sell newspapers. Many people accepted it; many others did not. And there it was! Another of the
two missing canine teeth! It was right there, not far under the gravel in the pit. This was the crucial third piece
of evidence and was duly reported at the meeting of the Geological Society. Along with that tooth was found a
stegodon elephant tooth. That was helpful, for it provided evidence that the bones must indeed be very, very
ancient. More recently, scientists have analyzed that particular stegodon tooth--and found it to contain a
remarkably high level of radioactivity from an ancient inflow of 0. The radioactive level was far too high for
the British Isles, but equal to what one would find in stegodon teeth being recovered at that time in the dry
climate of Ichkeul, Tunisia. It just so happened that, from to , Teilhard, an avid fossil collector for many years,
had lived in North Africa and was known to have stayed for a time at Ichkeul near Bizerta in North Tunisia, a
site where Stegodon fossils are plentiful. Some scientists argued that the jaw and skull did not belong to the
same individual. It was also observed that the few skull pieces could be arranged in a number of shapes and
sizes to match any desired brain case and head shape that might be desired. In reality, that is exactly what had
been done. The parts had been carefully selected with consummate skill to provide only certain evidence,
while omitting certain other facts. The objective was to afterward reconstruct the head along ape lines, for the
nearer the "reconstruction" could be pushed toward the brute beast, the more convincing it would appear as
"scientific evidence" of evolution. The objections offered were tossed aside and given little attention in
scientific societies, and even less in the public press. Human bones do not sell as many papers as do
human-ape bones. By August , when the British Association for the Advancement of Science discussed the
Piltdown bones, another molar tooth and two nasal bones "had been found" in that same gravel pit. It was
marvelous how many pieces of bone kept appearing in that gravel pit! Here we have bones well preserved
after , years in that damp gravel, whereas all the other millions of upon millions of bones of animals and men
who had lived and died in that area during that supposed timespan were not to be found. Just that one set of
skull pieces, jawbone, and teeth, and that was it. And so close to the surface. Where does gravel come from? It
is washed in from stream beds. Stream beds do such a good job of preserving ,year-old bones! Well, back to
the story. In their final reconstruction of the bones, the men put their solitary canine tooth on the right side of
the lower jaw at an angle suggestive of an ape. That helped the cause! It does not take much to fool people,
and the reconstructionists worked with care and forethought. With a human skull and an ape skull jaw before
them as they worked, they shaped the plaster to produce an "ape man. Because of this, they suspected that his
Piltdown bone finds were nothing more than fakes. Yet few would listen to them. No one has ever been told
the location of that pit, however. But these new cranial bones, although even more fragmentary than the first
ones, were with all due ceremony published by Woodward as "Piltdown II" finds in , shortly after the death of
Dawson. Miller in , announced in scientific journals that that "right lower" canine tooth--was in reality a left
upper tooth! Scientists were not able to properly identify the only canine tooth in their possession, yet they
were very definite in solemnly announcing that the Piltdown gravel was "in the main composed of Pliocene
drift, probably reconstructed in the Pleistocene epoch. The files marks were quite obvious to see. But Keith
and Woodward chose to ignore the report. They had good reason to ignore it. A whole generation grew up
with "Piltdown Man" as their purported ancestor. Textbooks, exhibits, displays, encyclopedias--all spread the
good news that we came from apes after all. The bones were named after Dawson, and the other men Keith,
Woodward and Grafton were knighted by British royalty for their part in the great discovery. Only the
originals could reveal the fraud, not casts of them. Decades passed, and then the whole thing blew apart. As
recently as , the Encyclopedia Britannica Vol. A new method for determining the relative age of bones by their
fluorine content had been recently developed. This fluorine test revealed the bones to be quite recent.
Additional examination revealed that the bones of Piltdown Man had been carefully stained with bichromate
in order to make them appear aged. Drillings into the bone produced shavings, but should have produced
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powder if the bones had been ancient, but powder was not produced. Then that canine tooth was brought
out--and found to have been filed, stained brown with potassium bichromate, and then packed with grains of
sand. No wonder it took so long before the discovery could be announced; a lot of work had to first be done on
those bones and teeth. The fluorine test is a method of determining whether several bones were buried at the
same time or at different times.
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Here is one of them. Evolutionary theory is a myth. God created everything; the evidence clearly points to it.
Nothing else can explain the mountain of evidence. This is science vs. Story of Piltdown Man Announcing the
Discovery: The missing link has been found! Just as they are today, the critics were ignored. Of over 4,
quotations in the books this Encyclopedia is based on, only statements are by creationists. You will have a
better understanding of the following statements by scientists if you will also read the web page, Ancient Man.
Whether some like it or not, the story of the Piltdown hoax will ever stand as a great epoch in the history of
evolutionary presentations. Other evolutionary frauds have been repeatedly perpetrated and later uncovered.
But the Piltdown hoax was the most shaking of the exposes when it finally occurred, due to the fact that, for
decades, Piltdown Man had been proclaimed as the grand proof that man evolved from apes. Here is a story of
"skull duggery"â€”the story of Piltdown Man: He determined that he must go find where this "strange gravel"
came from, although no one else in the community had ever considered the gravel strange. Relating the
incident later in December , Dawson said that the walk on the road took place "several years ago. He asked
them it they had found any "bones or other fossils," and they told him No. He said that he then urged them to
watch for such things, for they might find some in the future. Not long after, he just happened to walk by the
gravel pit again one morningâ€”and was met by an excited workman who said that he found part of a skull in
the gravel just after arriving at work! Describing it afterward, Dawson said that "it was a small portion of
unusually thick parietal bone that looked as if it might be human and , years old. Dawson made immediate
search, but could find nothing else in the gravel pit. It was not until "some years later," in the autumn of , on
another visit to the spot, that Dawson found another, and larger, piece of bone. This time it was part of the
frontal region of a skull, and included a portion of the ridge extending over the left eyebrow. He just happened
to walk over to the gravel pit that dayâ€”and there it was! Arthur Smith Woodward, head of the Department of
Geology at the British Museum of Natural Hisory, with him on the day he found the all-important jawbone at
the gravel pit. As Woodward looked on,â€”Dawson dug down and there it was! This "magnificent discovery"
came at just the right time. They were all clearly human. Woodward was an avid paleontologist, and had
written many papers on fossil fish. Dawson and Woodward had many long talks together over those bones.
Keith was one of the most highly respected scientists in England. Author of several classic works, he has all
the credentials of respectability: There was more talk. Thus were gathered together a team of scientists that
was one of the most respected in the British Isles. The lower jaw was too big for a human skull but,
significantly, the upper jaw was entirely missing, and with it part of the lower jawâ€”and the important lower
canine teeth. Also missing were the mating parts for the jaw hinge. That which was missing was exactly that
which would have shown 1 whether or not the lower jaw, which was ape-like, was from a human or a ape and
2 whether the lower jaw fitted with the upper skull bones, which were obviously human. The skull itself had
only several pieces. This meant that the size of the braincase could not be determined. The pieces might fit a
larger braincase or a small one; there was no way of knowing. Keith, although an ardent evolutionist like the
others, was more open to evidence and theorized 1, cubic centimeters for the volume of the braincase whereas
Woodward thought it was only 1, midway between an ape [ cc] and a human [averaging 1, cc]. But his
estimate angered the other men. Keith relented at this, and the men agreed on a brain capacity of 1, cc. With
this miserly collection of a few bone fragments, the scientists "reconstructed" the entire head of what they
proudly proclaimed to be "Piltdown Man. On December 16, , the discovery was officially announced at the
Geological Society. The press went wild. Here was a sensation that would sell newspapers. Many people
accepted it; many others did not. On August 29, , Teilhard stayed overnight with Dawson and then went with
him the next day to the Piltdown pit. And there it was! Another of the two missing canine teeth! It was right
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there, not far under the gravel in the pit. This was the crucial third piece of evidence and was duly reported at
the meeting of the Geological Society. Along with that tooth was found a stegodon elephant tooth. That was
helpful, for it provided evidence that the bones must indeed be very, very ancient. More recently, scientists
have analyzed that particular stegodon toothâ€”and found it to contain a remarkably high level of radioactivity
from an ancient inflow of 0. The radioactive level was far too high for the British Isles, but equal to what one
would find in stegodon teeth being recovered at that time in the dry climate of Ichkeul, Tunisia. It just so
happened that, from to , Teilhard, an avid fossil collector for many years, had lived in North Africa and was
known to have stayed for a time at Ichkeul near Bizerta in North Tunisia, a site where Stegodon fossils are
plentiful. But not all were satisfied. Some scientists argued that the jaw and skull did not belong to the same
individual. It was also observed that the few skull pieces could be arranged in a number of shapes and sizes to
match any desired braincase and head shape that might be desired. In reality, that is exactly what had been
done. The parts had been carefully selected with consummate skill to provide only certain evidence while
omitting certain other facts. The objective was to afterward reconstruct the head along ape lines, for the nearer
the "reconstruction" could be pushed toward the brute beast, the more convincing it would appear as
"scientific evidence" of evolution. The objections offered were tossed aside and given little attention in
scientific societies and even less in the public press. Human bones do not sell as many papers as do human-ape
bones. By August , when the British Association for the Advancement of Science discussed the Piltdown
bones, another molar tooth and two nasal bones "had been found" in that same gravel pit. It was marvelous
how many pieces of bone kept appearing in that gravel pit! Here we have bones well-preserved after , years in
that damp gravel, whereas all the other millions upon millions of bones of animals and men who had lived and
died in that area during that supposed time span were not to be found. Just that one set of skull pieces,
jawbone, and teeth, and that was it. So close to the surface. Where does gravel come from? It is washed in
from stream beds. Stream beds do such a good job of preserving ,year-old bones! Well, back to the story. In
their final reconstruction of the bones, the men put their solitary canine tooth on the right side of the lower jaw
at an angle suggestive of an ape. That helped the cause! It does not take much to fool people, and the
reconstructionists worked with care and forethought. With a human skull and an ape skull jaw before them as
they worked, they shaped the plaster to produce an "ape-man. Because of this, they suspicioned that his
Piltdown bone finds were nothing more than fakes. Yet few would listen to them. In , Dawson sent Woodward
a postcard announcing that he had found more fossils in a different gravel pit somewhere in the Piltdown area.
No one has ever been told the location of that pit, however. But these new cranial bones, although even more
fragmentary than the first ones, were with all due ceremony published by Woodward as "Piltdown II" finds in
, shortly after the death of Dawson. Then came four other revelations: Miller, in , announced in scientific
journals that the "right lower" canine toothâ€”was in reality a left upper tooth! Scientists were not able to
properly identify the only canine tooth in their possession, yet they were very definite in solemnly announcing
that the Piltdown gravel was "in the main composed of Pliocene drift, probably reconstructed in the
Pleistocene epoch. The file marks were quite obvious to see. But Keith and Woodward chose to ignore the
report. They had good reason to ignore it. A whole generation grew up with "Piltdown Man" as their purported
ancestor. Textbooks, exhibits, displays, encyclopediasâ€”all spread the good news that we came from apes
after all. Oil paintings of the discoverers were executed. The bones were named after Dawson, and the other
men Keith, Woodward and Grafton were knighted by British royalty for their part in the great discovery. As
for the bones of Piltdown Man? Too many people were finding fault with them, so they were carefully placed
under lock and key in the British Museum. Only the originals could reveal the fraud, not casts of them.
Decades passed, and then the whole thing blew apart. As recently as , the Encyclopedia Britannica Vol.
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